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The Qualities Of Light:
Window Fashions
Can Help Achieve
The Right Light

In the right light, at the right time, everything is extraordinary,” said photographer Aaron Rose. The quality of light
in an interior can vary greatly depending on the source and how it is treated.
Most synthetic light is incandescent,
which is primarily warm and makes
objects look yellow under it. Fluorescent
light is usually cool light, making color
appear more blue or violet. Artificial
lighting that comes close to imitating
natural sunlight is now available.
Natural sunlight is often referred to as
balanced, full-spectrum light. What this
means is that it contains all the “spectral
colours” - or colours of the rainbow
- which merge into clear, colourless
light. Full-spectrum light is balanced,
and the colours of furnishings will look
their truest under it. Even natural light,

however, tends to become unbalanced
when one part of the spectrum that
tends toward cool- or warm-coloured
light predominates. This can happen
with atmospheric conditions or when
light enters from only one direction, as
in most natural light sources in most
homes.
The following are tips from Hunter
Douglas for matching the right light
with the right window treatment:
. Light entering through the north is the
clearest, and provides even and consistent light, which is why it is preferred
for artists’ studios. Often considered
“cold light,” it has a cool, bluish cast
and in northern climates, builders limit
the number of windows on the northern
side because it is the coldest exposure.
For energy conservation these windows

are often treated with insulated shades
- such as the super energy-efficient
Duette Architella Collection of honeycomb shades, which “trap” the air in the
honeycomb cells.
. Eastern light or morning light is
warmer and brighter, but also clear because impurities from the previous day
have had a chance to settle during the
night. Eastern light is also the most balanced, or full-spectrum light; however
its brightness and clarity may render it
warm, especially in the morning. Eastfacing rooms tend to heat up quickly
and may hold the heat during the day.
These windows are often treated with
materials that diffuse the light. A good
choice here is an entirely new window
covering:
Pirouette window shadings, that offers

soft fabric vanes that float gracefully in
front of a fabric sheer.
. Light from west-facing windows is
the warmest in color and physically the
hottest since the atmosphere heats up
during the day. It is also often hazy, as
the impurities of the day linger until
nightfall. Because prolonged exposure
to this strong light can be damaging to
furnishings, windows should generally
be covered with any one or a combination of light-diffusing, UV-ray protecting treatments.
Horizontally louvered treatments, such
as the new Alouette Light- Louvers with
soft elliptically shaped fabric louvers
work especially well since the light can
be admitted but diffused onto the ceiling
or floor.
. South-facing windows are the most
important natural light source in an interior because they receive sunlight yearround and cast a warm, golden glow
on interiors. Heat and UV-rays in this
consistent light will cause the greatest
damage. Fabrics and window treatments
that are UV-stable are most desirable
here. Silhouette window shadings, with
the Signature S-Vane, feature soft vanes
suspended between sheer fabric facings
and provide superior UV protection
while still permitting light and a beautiful view.
Achieving the right light can be easier
than you think. N/C

history of the land. To capture the traditional look and feel of a wine country
floor, homeowners should consider the
use of wide planks that are cut from
trees at very long lengths.

Wood Floors and Wine
Coun t r y : A Na t u r a l P air
When visiting wineries or traveling
in wine country, there is definitely an
organic feeling that is evident in all
aspects of the region. From the vines in
the fields, to the barns where the wine
is made, to the tasting house where it is
sold, the historical presence is unmistakable and magnified through organic
materials such as wood.
Wood and wine have a long and intertwined history. Wood is rooted in
all aspects of wine making and in the
history of vineyards. It was used for
plant stakes, storage -- such as in Oak
barrels -- and the construction of their
buildings, barns and homes. Since their
buildings were traditionally crafted
by hand, they achieved a natural look
through their use of textures, colors and
materials. This was especially evident in
their floors.
Wood became a necessity in a vintners’
day-to-day life and thus a part of the

history of generations of families and
master wine makers. Just like secrets of
crafting wine were passed down from
father to son and mother to daughter,
these wide plank wood floors captured
the stories of numerous generations living upon them creating both delicious
wine and memories.
Wine country interior styles tend to
capture the simplicity of nature. Planks
were cut as wide and as long as the tree,
capturing the true characteristics of the
tree. Rustic tools, rolling barrels and
wear from day to day work contributed
to a more worn and aged look. Years of
dirt from the field, crushing grapes and
spilled wine all contributed to a darker
floor.
Whether you are trying to achieve Old
World, Rustic, Tuscan, Italian, Mediterranean, French Country or Spanish
Villa, each has an underlying theme:
simple, rustic features that embrace the

Companies like Carlisle Wide Plank
Floors in Stoddard, N.H. specialize in
creating wide plank floors that preserve
the historical aspect of the wood. They
start with sustainably grown, old growth
trees and cut boards from the center to
yield the widest and longest planks with
the greatest grain density. The advantage
of wide plank floors is the naturally occurring character that is grown into each
plank.
“Pine and Walnut are two floors that
lend themselves to a Tuscan style and we
have incorporated these particular floors
to help complete the vision of several
wineries and innumerable homes seeking to achieve this Mediterranean look,”
says Jason Wolfe, sales and design consultant at Carlisle’s Denver showroom.
“Additionally, with its intimate historical
relationship to storing and aging wine,
White Oak also provides an authentic,
viable option.”
Here’s how Carlisle gets the “Old World
Charm” look:
* Pick the right wood.
Old Growth Eastern White Pine in 13
to 20-inch random widths is a perfect
example of a truly authentic, old-looking floors. Old Growth Walnut with its
naturally dark tones and subtle grain
creates a more formal look. Old Growth
Oak stains and distresses beautifully to
create a truly European feel.

* Mimic the history.
By using the same hand tools as they did
hundreds years ago, a well-worn look
could be replicated including uneven
surfaces, hand scraped edges and saw
blade marks in the surface of the plank.
* Color and finish.
Custom blended stains help match the
natural patina of an older floor. Finally,
finishes protect unwanted spills and
stains. Carlisle’s High Resin Tung Oil is
designed to bring out the natural grain
of the wood and gives the floor a beautiful luster with none of the maintenance
issues associated with polyurethane.
“When constructing and designing to
achieve the allure of a Wine Country
style, be sure to remember one proven
design rule: simpler is better. Wide
plank floors and natural stone are timeless, fundamental design resources that
introduce a beautiful, organic feeling
into the home. Just like grapes are harvested with care from the local fields to
create delicious wine,” says Wolfe, “so to
do we work with the indigenous trees to
craft solid wood floors bringing nature
inside.”
Wine country, or Napa Valley, is all
about taking the ordinary (a grape)
and making it extraordinary (an aged
Cabernet). Carlisle Wide Plank Floors
takes majestic, old wood and creates extraordinary surfaces that grace the most
treasured place of all ... the floors in our
homes. For more information call (800)
595-9663 or visit www.WidePlankFlooring.com.
Courtesy of ARAcontent

Classic Outdoor
Living Made Easy
If you’re thinking about making some
home improvements this year, consider
increasing the value of your home with
the addition of a deck. A deck can give
you more living space and bring the
feeling of the great outdoors right to
your back yard.
Whether you do-it-yourself or hire a
pro, a deck can add long-lasting beauty
and richness to your daily living. For
many families, decks are the place that
many memories begin.
Redwood has long been the decking
material of choice because of its unsurpassed natural beauty -- nothing beats
the look and feel of redwood for outdoor living! Redwood is also a popular
choice for its classic low maintenance.
It’s easy to keep redwood looking like

new, or perfectly okay to virtually ignore
it and watch your deck take on a distinguished, gray weathered look.

contains little or no pitch, which means
no other wood takes and holds finishes
better.

Why Redwood?

If you choose to finish your deck, use a
product that contains a water repellent,
a mildewcide and ultra violet protection. The California Redwood Association Web site offers tips on finishing
redwood as well as complete plans for
decks, gazebos and outdoor furniture
to help make sure all your back yard
projects come out looking great.

Redwood has qualities not found in
other woods. Redwood is still less likely
to warp, shrink or crack than other
woods, so redwood projects age beautifully.
Redwood is naturally resistant to insects, decay and fire. If you want your
deck to feature the distinctive warm
red color that attracts many consumers
to redwood in the first place, it’s easy.
A stain or finish can enhance the color
of a redwood deck while giving additional protection to the wood. Redwood

By choosing redwood, you’ll discover
the advantages of working with a quality
building material. Redwood is soft and
strong, so it’s easy to saw. To avoid splitting, pre-drill holes for nails or screws at

the ends of the decking boards. Always
use top-quality, hot-dipped galvanized,
stainless steel or aluminum hardware to
keep nail rust stains from forming on
the deck over time.
Redwood also cleans up easily. Sweep it
free of debris and dirt, and occasionally
wash off mildew. If you like to barbecue, it’s a great choice -- grease comes
out with any number of commercially
available products.
Planning the Deck
A beautiful, versatile redwood deck
can enhance your lifestyle and create
a perfect environment for relaxing or
entertaining. Equally important, a deck
is a long-term investment that increases
the resale value of your home. Here are
some basic planning, design and building tips for the deck of your dreams.
Ask yourself some creative questions so
you’re sure to get the deck you want.
How much sunlight will your deck
receive at different times of the day and
at different times of the year? Do you
want all sun, all shade or a combination
of both? Do you have outdoor furniture that should fit on the deck? Would

you like built in benches? Will there
be room for potted plants or planters?
What about a grill?

emissions, and redwood products store
carbon, the most talked about greenhouse gas, for hundreds of years.

Seek deck building ideas and advice
from libraries, book stores and home
centers. And while it is a project you can
do on your own, you may want professional advice. If a deck is over six feet,
you need special bracing; a contractor
can help ensure you meet building and
zoning codes; an electrician can help
with wiring and lighting, should you
decide to install it.

Old-growth redwoods -- trees that
can be more than 1,000 years old, are
protected in public parks and preserves
and roughly 95 percent of land that
was redwood forests when European
settlers arrived on the West Coast is still
redwood forest today. The redwood used
for decks and other outdoor projects
comes from younger trees on privately
managed forestlands where state and
federal laws protect water quality,
conserve wildlife habitat, and ensure
sustainability -- meaning that redwood
forests will stand tall for generations.

Consider the landscape surrounding the
deck area. Shrubs, trees, walkways and
ground cover all play an important role
in how the deck functions and looks.
Even raised decks require some sort of
ground cover beneath.
Environmentally Friendly Building
Material
Redwood is an excellent choice for
green living. Redwood is a renewable resource grown and harvested in
accordance with some of the highest
environmental standards in the world.
In fact, California’s redwood forests are
managed to help reduce greenhouse gas

Redwood and other wood products
also require far less energy to produce
than alternative building materials like
concrete or plastic, making wood an
excellent choice for green building.
Visit www.calredwood.org for more information about building with redwood
and easy to follow building plans for
Redwood projects.
ARAcontent

Enjoy Your Landscaping,
Even After the Sun
Goes Down
Landscape lighting used to be simple. A few recessed cans lining the front path, a
couple downlights tucked in the trees, and you were done. Not anymore. When it
comes to the great outdoors, homeowners have seen the light.
“Today, people aren’t just lighting up the walkways so they can see their way to the
door at night, and putting floods near the garage. They’re finding ways to illuminate
the landscaping they’ve spent so much time and money on so they can enjoy it at
night,” says Joe Rey-Barreau, education consultant for the American Lighting Association (ALA) and associate professor at the University of Kentucky.
Rey-Barreau tracks the latest trends among lighting dealers and designers and
says, “This spring, we’re going to see a lot of changes in outdoor lighting practices.
Landscape lighting is now being used as a means to extend living space so people
can enjoy the best of both the inside and outside worlds. I see the focus this spring
being on techniques that bring light closer to the house, and make the space more
aesthetically pleasing in an unobtrusive manner,” he says.
Gone are the days of the big, bold lanterns that used to line people’s walks. ReyBarreau says this year, the hottest trend will be to instead decorate with light from
non-visible sources. Among the options for this: uplighting, downlighting and
shadowing.
Uplighting is produced by shining a light up on a tree, statue or bench in the yard
to highlight to give it definition, texture or even dimensionality. Downlighting is
created by hanging the light source in the trees or from the rooftop and shining
it on the area below. This technique is often used to improve visibility for security
reasons. And with shadowing you use spot or flood lights placed at ground level, or
in-ground fixtures placed in front of an object to throw its shadow on a wall behind
it as a decorative feature.
Richard Lentz, president of Lentz Landscape Lighting in Dallas, Texas, says people’s
desire to enhance their outdoor living space has played a big role in his business in
recent years. “People have come to realize it’s a shame to just ignore all those great

spaces they’ve created outdoors because
it’s dark outside, so they’re hiring us to
come up with ways to incorporate the
landscape into their night life,” says
Lentz.

path, but Lentz says that distracts from
the environment. “I prefer to filter light
through the trees above to light up a
sidewalk or steps. It gives you a real
nice, natural effect.”

Two examples of how Lentz uses lighting to transform a space for his clients:

While expanding living space and decorating with lighting are popular reasons
to put in landscape lighting, security is
also an important factor. Chris Primous,
product manager for Progress Lighting
says he’s seeing a trend towards people
installing lighting that will keep their
homes bright and visible from the road.

* Moonlighting Effect
For a courtyard off the dining room,
kitchen or even a bedroom, it is possible
to create a moonlight effect that makes
it seem like the courtyard is part of
the space. “In this situation, we would
install a Mercury Vapor light that casts
cool light high in a tree to create the
effect of moonlight, and complement
it with a halogen lamp that lights up
a fountain, sculpture or bench in the
courtyard,” says Lentz.
* Lighting a Walkway
One of the most popular ways to light a
walkway is with a runway effect where
there are lights on both sides of the

“Just because the purpose of the light
is security doesn’t mean it shouldn’t be
decorative,” Primous says. “You can use
spotlights and flood lights to both light
the area and accent prevalent architectural features of the home’s structure or
notable landscaping elements.”
For instance, if the home has a beautiful
stone facade, a grazing technique with
carefully placed accent fixtures (ideally
six to twelve inches from the surface)
will bring out the texture to create a

visually stunning picture from the curb.
Similarly, tall columns can be highlighted by using closely placed groundmounted spotlights or in-grade fixtures
with very narrow sources that will really
bring out the height and showcase the
architectural features of the column.
Jeff Dross of Kichler Lighting points
out, “People have come to realize that if
you want your home’s lighting job done
right, you need to bring in a professional. As you get more creative people
involved, it leads to more creative solutions and a better result. We’re seeing a
definite maturing of the field.”
To learn more about landscape lighting,
or to find a licensed lighting professional in your area who can help you
take advantage of the latest technology,
go to www.AmericanLightingAssoc.com
or call (800) BRIGHT IDEA (800-2744484).
ARAcontent

How To Plan
A garden Patio ?

A garden patio can increase the use and
enjoyment you get from your garden.
Make it large enough to accommodate
some seating and perhaps a table and
you have an outdoor room where you
can retire in peace or entertain family and friends. Before rushing to
concrete over any part of your garden,
take time to plan the space carefully to
ensure that what you build is an asset
not an eyesore.
The first point to consider is location.
Usually a patio adjoins the house, with
doors opening from a living room
onto a terrace forming a transitional
space between indoors and out. Think
about how the patio will relate to
your internal room layout as well as
its relationship to the garden and seek
to encourage a smooth flow between
the two. Consider sunshine, shade and
prevailing winds. Sometimes a patio
is sited as an independent structure
away from the house, perhaps to take
advantage of a viewpoint, a patch of
afternoon sun, or a shady spot in sunbaked garden.
The dimensions and shape should be
considered next. Be guided by how
the space is to be used: a bolt-hole
outside the kitchen door might be cozy
for just one or two people but a terrace
outside the main living room needs to
be much more generous, particularly
if you intend to include a dining table
and chairs. If you already have outdoor furniture you can measure it to
find out how much space is required.
Remember to leave at least two feet
(60 cm) behind each chair and plenty
of room for people to walk past and
around fixed furniture. A patio that is
too small can actually become an obstacle between house and garden rather
than a link.
Most houses have internal rooms that
are rectangular or perhaps L shaped
and these shapes tend to be comfortable and practical in most outdoor
situations too. Of course there is nothing to prevent you introducing curves,

circles, squares or irregular organic
shapes but these need careful planning if they are not to look contrived
or to result in awkward junctions.
Remember that the patio is essentially
an extension of your house, so take inspiration from the shapes, dimensions,
materials and any decorative features of
the existing architecture and use these
as your starting point.
The patio is also a point of contact
with your garden, a place to get up
close to the colours, scents and textures of living plants without getting your feet wet. Bulky evergreen
shrubs will give privacy and shelter
from draughts; sprawling plants will
encroach onto paving and soften its
outline; the stored warmth of masonry
will bring out the scent of flowers and
foliage and may allow you to grow
plants that would be too tender if
positioned out in the open. Flowering
plants in pots and containers can make
an invaluable addition in the summer
months but they are no substitute
for a permanent framework of shrubs
and hardy perennials planted in well
prepared ground.
The construction of your patio is best
undertaken by a competent professional builder or landscape contractor.
Most types of paving require a foundation of compacted crushed stone or
concrete at least 10 cm deep depending on local conditions and regulations. It is very important when laying
paving next to a building to allow for
surface water drainage away from the
building. Ground levels against the
house wall should never be raised without taking specialist advice as this may
lead to damp penetration or structural
weakening of the wall. Construction
of a patio does not normally require
planning consent in the UK; in other
countries, or for sites where special
conditions apply (eg historic “Listed”
buildings), seek advice from appropriate local authorities.
ArticlesFactory.com

The Decorative
Accent that
Will Set Your
Home Apart

People never used to think of fans as decorative pieces, but now they are, thanks to
the wide variety of options available,” says
Blitzer. Among the trends he is tracking, a
much broader selection of fans, particularly
in the modern or contemporary style, a
richer choice of materials and detailing, and
the availability of fan integrated lighting that
is much more energy efficient.
Nathan Frampton of Zionsville, Ind.-based
Fanimation says one of the biggest trends
he has noticed lately is that decorators are
treating fans almost like pieces of furniture.
“You’d think an interior designer would
rather use a chandelier from a decorating
standpoint, but now you can have the best
of both worlds,” says Frampton. “A beautiful
light fixture that has the functionality of a
ceiling fan.”
Frampton points out there are now fans on
the market, like his company’s Air Shadow
fan, that feature an exquisite lighting fixture
with retractable fan blades. If you are looking
for more of a retro look, how about a fan
with a metallic housing and single matching
blade that pushes a lot of air around. For outdoor decorating, there are units that feature
decorative plastic blades that look like they
are made out of wood or metal.

Look around your house and you will likely
notice a lot of coordination. The brushed
nickel knobs on your cabinets match the
kitchen sink; all of the lighting fixtures on
your upper level contain alabaster glass; and
every window in your home has those same
wooden blinds.
Matching looks and materials allows you to
create a sense of cohesion -- in essence to tie
everything in the house together. You may
think you have done a good job of it, but if
you look around, there may be something
that just does not seem to fit in -- the fans.
“It’s not so unusual to see homes with beautiful designer kitchens and upscale entertainment rooms have fans that look out of place.
If I’m describing your home, it’s time to
do something about it,” says Dan Blitzer,
consulting director of education for the
American Lighting Association (ALA), who
points out that fans have come a long way in
the past few years.

Kim Noerteman of St. Louis, Mo.-based
Regency Fans says a trend she has noticed
is the prevalence of fans with larger motors
and intricately decorated blades. “The larger

motors allow the fans to move air around
more efficiently,” says Noerteman. “As for the
blades, leaf-shaped wooden blades were the
most popular decorative accents for years,
but now we’re seeing blades with new designs
and different materials. Points and swirls are
popular,” she says.
In addition to a wide array of decorative
options, today’s fans are also more energy
efficient than ever before. Blitzer points out
that many now carry an Energy Star rating,
which means they use improved motor and
blade designs that require less energy to run
than conventional fan/light units. During the
summer months, a fan can reduce the apparent room temperature by as much as eight
degrees. This can save you $15 to $20 per
year on utility bills, plus any additional air
conditioning or heating savings gained when
the fan is operated properly.
Here are some tips from ALA that will make
finding the fan that works best for your
home a breeze:
* Bigger rooms need bigger fans. For maximum efficiency choose a fan to fit your room
size. In a room up to 75 square feet, like a
bathroom, choose a 29- to 36-inch fan. Medium sized rooms up to 144 square feet can
fit ceiling fans with 36- to 42-inch blades.
The larger bedrooms and family rooms
around 225 square feet work most efficiently
with 50- to 54-inch blades.

* Ceiling height is also important when
choosing a fan. Place the fan higher than
seven feet above the floor in the middle of
the room for maximum comfort, circulation
and aesthetics. Optimal placement would be
eight-to nine-feet from the floor.
* Fan blades determine the amount of air
being circulated throughout the room. The
fan blade brackets should be positioned to
hold the blade at a 12- to 15-degree angle
for optimal circulation and be weighted and
matched as a balanced set to avoid having
your fan wobble.
* The heart of every ceiling fan is the motor.
The motor is responsible for producing quiet
operation while driving the blades for air
movement. Look for a high-quality motor
with heavy-duty windings and sealed bearings that are permanently lubricated.
* Consider the warranty. When you choose
to purchase a ceiling fan, look for a good
warranty for the life of your fan. Some
manufacturers offer a lifetime warranty and
in-home service.
For more information about how to utilize
ceiling fans for year-round comfort in a
fashionable style, log on to www.AmericanLightingAssoc.com. There you will also find
a tool to help you locate a lighting showroom
near you.
ARAcontent

Lighting and Decorating
Tips that will Make a
Room Sparkle
The fabrics you pick for your upholstery pieces and the lighting fixtures
you place overhead and at tabletop height can make a room sparkle or
fall flat.
According to Candice Olson, celebrated interior designer and TV host,
bringing the necessary ‘bling’ to a space demands two important decorating concepts -- dramatically detailed or styled upholstery wrapped in
a luminescent fiber and layered lighting featuring fixtures constructed of
materials that play up the sparkle.
Olson often resorts to hi-sheen fabrics like chenille or silk, jewel-like
materials and lots and lots of lighting to bring a space to life. She also
adds special touches such as classic nail heads to accentuate upholstery
profiles and several of her light fixtures employ mother of pearl and glass
beads for sheer iridescence. With each room makeover, the designer asks
herself, “Where is the sparkle?”
Here, she begins with fabrics and focal points.
Fabric -- drawing attention to the focal piece
Olson starts every renovation project from the focal point -- whether it
is re-designing a two-way fireplace or adding display wall shelving. Approaching decor in the same fashion, she determines which upholstery
silhouette to accentuate. She recommends choosing a design detail on
one or two pieces that you want to draw attention to, such as a dramatic
rolled arm or multi-button tufts, and select fabrics with some sheen.

focal piece by adding glittery fabric and offset the ultra glamorous
look with contrasting pieces of a matte or textured finish.
Olson does caution restraint, however. “You do not want every
piece in the room to have some sort of shine to it,” she says. “It’s
too much.” Pick and choose which upholstered piece to wrap in a
luminescent fabric and let the lighting do the rest.”
Lighting -- the most important element
The most important part of any renovation is lighting. According
to Olson, without it, decor falls short of the sparkle factor, and the
project budget is wasted. To determine the layout, Olson looks at
the space from a theatrical standpoint -- like a stage with a good
lighting plan.
“Position recessed lighting to hit the folds of a drapery panel or the
pin-cushioned seat back of a sofa,” says Olson. For tabletop lamps
and wall sconces that add to the room’s glistening glamour, she
favors fixtures that incorporate materials like Mother of Pearl and
what could be beach glass.
Fixtures -- that play up to the lighting
In her own licensed collection by AF Lighting, Olson takes traditional fixtures and incorporates reflective materials for signature
sparkle.
Chandeliers, for example, feature a streamlined, simple design embellished with glass beads, polished silver or mirrored glass accents
and chic silky shades. The designer’s Damask table lamp features an
etched beach-glass like base with chrome accents, while a dramatic
wall sconce is framed by a beveled mirror.
“Don’t be afraid to bring fixtures into your decor of contrasting
materials,” says Olson. Equally brilliant and bright are fixtures constructed of unlikely combinations of sleek and not-so-sleek materials like Mother of Pearl, which has an iridescent color quality to it,
with dark wood or leather. “It’s about playing up to the surrounding
decor.”
Bulbs -- which ones truly flatter
Halogen bulbs are the designer’s number one choice in overhead,
or recessed, lighting. She places them at the perimeter of the wall
to light up “things” rather than thin air. Also, Olson prefers “can”
lights, but those on a “track” get the job done too.

“You want to let the details sing in a luxuriously shiny fabric,” she says.
Take the designer’s Pyper chair from her licensed upholstery collection
for Norwalk Furniture. “The tufts are extremely sculptural,” she says, “a
detail to enhance with a gold metallic paisley print or bronzy colored
microfiber.” Adding to the appeal of Pyper are dressmaker details such as
nail heads in antique brass or chrome.

“Halogen bulbs are my choice for the remainder of the light landscape,” she says. “They produce true colors and tend to be more
flattering, giving off a natural white light.” The designer shies away
from iridescent and incandescent light bulbs, believing they produce
a yellow tint and often times make the decor look dull.

To give the room added interest, Olson suggests incorporating contrasting elements throughout, like textured rather than shiny fabrics on the
accompanying upholstery or a rugged coffee table or wall cabinet. “Contrast brings depth and balance to the decor,” she says. So, work off of the

For more decorating tips that simply sparkle, or to find upholstery
pieces and lighting fixtures by Candice Olson, visit www.norwalkfurniture.com and www.aflighting.com.
ARAcontent

Staged to Sell In a Soft
Real Estate Market

S

Selling your home can be a challenge
that may seem especially daunting in a
softer real estate market. If you decide
now is the time to sell, there are several
aspects that can make your home more
attractive to potential buyers. Following
this advice may help justify your asking
price and attract buyers.
Setting the stage
There is a science to selling your home
and in tight economic times, you want
the exact elements to combine for successful selling opportunities. Dozens

of online resources help guide you in
staging your home to appeal to potential
buyers. One of the more popular sites,
Home and Garden Television (HGTV)
offers these ideas:
1. What an entrance!
The outside of your home is the allimportant first impression. And like it
or not, it speaks volumes about what’s
inside -- and about its owner. Glossy
paint in a bold, cheerful color for the
front door, new hardware, a doormat
and seasonal potted plants on the porch

will dramatically brighten and refresh
your home’s entry and make a welcoming statement.
2. Create spaces
Part of what stagers do is create fantasy
spaces: an exercise room, a meditation
space, an art studio or a family game
room. If a room currently only gathers
junk, repurpose it into something that
will add to the value -- and enjoyment
-- of the home. Adding an armchair, a
small table, and a lamp in a stairwell
nook will transform an area into a cozy

reading spot.
3. Brilliant natural light
Take off old, heavy drapery and put up
something light and airy. This allows
natural light and makes a previously
closed-in space seem larger. Simple
sheers on a tension rod are great for
screening an unattractive view and
providing some privacy while letting
in light and visually enlarging a room.
If privacy is paramount, top-down,
bottom-up shades will block the neighbors’ view of your bathtub but still let

you gaze at the sky while you soak in
the tub.
Pella Designer Series windows and
doors feature top-down or bottom-up
shade options tucked neatly between
panes of glass, so there’s no clutter of
traditional room-side blinds and no
need for dusting. The beauty of this
product is since the window treatments are included in the window, their
purchase price can be built into the
mortgage.

Brand name windows
In today’s competitive market, buyers
look for brand names everywhere in a
home. While a name brand range or a
countertop are influencers in the kitchen, so are quality name brand windows
and entry doors throughout the home.
Many sellers list Pella windows and
doors by name in ads, adding a mark
of distinction about a home offered for
sale. More than just a quality name,
Pella offers quality products in its
wood, vinyl and fiberglass composite
window collections. Plus, Pella has long
been a leader in creating energy-saving
products.
With Pella, homeowners can expect
excellent performance, energy efficiency and peace of mind, knowing their
investment in quality windows and
doors will bring years of performance
and satisfaction.
Only Pella offers its Rolscreen insect
screen for windows and patio doors,
which rolls out of sight when not in
use. Another eye-catching option is the
virtually transparent Vivid View insect
screen which allows in more natural
light and ventilation offering great
views from inside or out.
Women as influencers and buyers
Knowing your audience is especially
important when selling your home.
Women directly purchase or influence the purchase of 91 percent of all
new homes, according to the Business
Women’s Network.
In today’s market, single women
homebuyers are an especially powerful consumer segment -- 51 percent of
American women live without a spouse
according to the New York Times.
According to trend researcher Iconoculture, single women homeowners as
a segment is “on the verge of a virtual
marketplace takeover as women delay
marriage until later in life and enjoy
greater financial, intellectual and emotional independence than ever before.”
Make sure your home is designed to
sell and direct your efforts to the highly
influential female market as buyers,
decision-makers and passionate decorators. ARA

